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Black anodized aluminum sheet metal

Color coated aluminum sheet anodized brushed aluminum with laminated blackUS $2,490-$3,490/metric ton1 metric ton (My Order) 6YRSHenan Fastarriver Industrial Co., Ltd.AdAny needs or interests, please feel free to contact me, best price and service will be provided for you. The main products are 1 series, 3 series, 4 series, 5 series, 6 series, 7 series, 8
series and dozens of alloy grades. Our products are exported to North America, South America and the European markets. Anodized Aluminum Sheet - Black Total Products Found: 3 To narrow your search, click on any of the following parameters: Switch View 12.0 X 12.0 - (1 Feet X 1 Feet) - $13.59 wt. 0.58lbs 12.0 X 24.0 - (1 Feet X 2 Feet) - $26.22 wt.
1.16lbs 12.0 X 36.0 - (1 Feet X 3 Feet) - $33.72 wt. 1.74lbs 12.0 X 48.0 - (1 Feet X 4 Feet) - $42.15 wt. 2.32lbs 24.0 X 24.0 - (2 Feet X 2 Feet) - $42.15 wt. 2.32lbs 24.0 X 36.0 - (2 Feet X 3 Feet) - $61.82 wt. 3.48lbs 24.0 X 48.0 - (2 Feet X 4 Feet) - $80.56 wt. 4.64lbs 36.0 X 36.0 - (3 Feet X 3 Feet) - $90.63 wt. 5.22lbs 36.0 X 48.0 - (3 Feet X 4 Feet) - $115.22
wt. 6.96lbs 48.0 X 120.0 - (4 Feet X 10 Feet) - $384.06 wt. 23.2lbs 48.0 X 144.0 - (4 Feet X 12 Feet) - $460.86 wt. 27.84lbs Custom Cut - Select For Price Consider Adding These Items Aluminum sheet Anodizing is an electrochemical process, not an applied coating. The surface of the aluminum is converted into an aluminum oxide as a result of reactions
arising in an acid solution and electricity. The end result is a technical wonder that offers many inherent advantages. Anodized aluminum plates metal advantages1, COST AND PRODUCTION EFFICIENCYAnodized aluminum seed comes clean and ready for immediate fabrication. Anodized aluminum weighs about 60% less than stainless, brass and copper
- several parts per pound. The anodic layer is three times harder than the aluminium itself and provides a natural durability not found in copper, brass and stainless steel. This means less handling damage during shipping and installation and better durability down the line.2, BEAUTY AND VERSATILITYAnoded aluminum sheets can be manufactured in a
brake, roll-shaped, stamped, laser engraved, laminated, perforated, welded, embossed and silk screened. Anodized aluminium can be treated to any color in the visible light spectrum and match all custom needs. The coil anodization process ensures consistent color from start to finish and edge to edge of the aluminum coil. The transparent oxide layer
highlights the rich metallic appearance of aluminium and does not cover it up as paint. The aluminum oxide layer will not chip, flake or peel like paint, patina as copper, rust like steel or weather like brass. Anodized aluminum sheet colors1, black anodized aluminum sheetHenan Huawei aluminum utilizes an exciting new two-stage continuous coil anodization
process. This ensures enormous color uniformity and an incredibly long life, excellent for exterior use. Our black anodized aluminium sheet is highly resistant to wear and is perfectly suited for braking. The anodized aluminium plates are recommended for outdoor use due to their fade resistance and can be used in a wide variety of unique design applications.
BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM METER AND SHEET SIZE OPTIONSOur black anodized aluminum sheets are available in gauges of.032, .040, .063. Wrisco Industries Inc. offers a wide range of stock sizes, but also welcomes custom size offers. All sheets are leveled, sheeted, blank and split. CAN I ORDER OTHER COLORS OF PRE-FINISHED
ALUMINIUM? Yes. We have over 50 coloured aluminium products in our inventory, including our black-gloss pre-painted aluminium finish. We offer pre-painted aluminum metal along with other anodized metal color schemes, and pre-painted aluminum (70% PVDF). Fluoropon offers excellent color consistency and superior resistance to most harmful
pollutants. See our color chart or contact us today for non-stock color finish requests. Our main Anodized Aluminum Sheet Colors: Black Anodized Aluminum SheetBlue Anodized Aluminum Sheetpre Anodized Aluminum Sheetgold Anodized Aluminum Sheetred Anodized Aluminum SheetWhite Anodized Aluminum Sheet Black Anodized Aluminum
SheetWrisco Industries Inc. utilizes an exciting new two-stage continuous coil anodization process. This ensures enormous color uniformity and an incredibly long life, excellent for exterior use. Our black anodized aluminium plate finish is highly abrasion resistant and is perfectly suited for braking. The anodized aluminium plates are recommended for outdoor
use due to their fade resistance and can be used in a wide variety of unique design applications. Black Anodized Aluminum Meter and Sheet Size OptionsOur black anodized aluminum plates are available in gauges of .032, .040, .063. Wrisco Industries Inc. offers a wide range of stock sizes, but also welcomes custom size offers. All sheets are leveled,
sheeted, blank and split. The advantages of our black anodized aluminum durabilityAluminum is a very durable material that can serve a wide variety of purposes, especially in construction. But once anodized, the surface of aluminum becomes even tougher than it was before. And this is because anodized aluminum creates a surface that is three times harder
than standard aluminum offers. Moreover, the anodized surface will not chip, flake or peel, especially when treated to add color. Thanks to the anodization process carried out with controlled oxidation of the aluminum, the finished product will never rust or weather. In summary, anodized aluminium is one of the toughest and most versatile metal products on the
market. And when you order black anodized aluminum from us, we feel more than sure that you will be satisfied with the quality. Lightweight In general, aluminium is very light Compared to stainless steel, copper and brass, it weighs about 60% less. And because of this, it does it material much more cost-effective which in return will do very little harm to the
bank. On top of that, the lightweight quality can help solve a myriad of design problems. Whatever you have to do with terms of the architecture or design of consumables, when you need a durable, appealing and also lightweight metal material, anodized black aluminum will give you the most versatile solutions. CostThanks to its lightweight qualities, our
anodized black aluminum costs much less to ship to a job or production facility. More so, its strength to weight ratio also helps to give consumers a lower overall cost per square meter for use in projects unlike other metals (steel, bronze, zinc, brass, and copper) while it still offers the same visual effects. Another reason why aluminium is so cost effective is
because there is so much of it in the world and it is renewable. Because it is the only metal that is 100% recyclable, the environmental footprint is much smaller compared to other products. So when you want to take advantage of the cheapest metal around, you can count on our black anodized aluminum to be the right product for you. AppearanceOur black
anodized aluminum will certainly add beauty to any project that you perform. Thanks to the anodizing process, your anodized black aluminium will come out shinier than what typical aluminium is. Usually, if you find that you want to add appeal to your building or any other construction project, you can never go wrong with our black anodized aluminum. Can I
order other colors of pre-finished aluminium? Yes. We have over 50 coloured aluminium products in our inventory, including our black-gloss pre-painted aluminium finish. We offer pre-painted aluminum metal along with other anodized metal color schemes, and pre-painted aluminum (70% PVDF). Fluoropon offers excellent color consistency and superior
resistance to most harmful pollutants. See our color chart or contact us today for non-stock color finish requests. Special Pre-Sale Offers: Up to 38% off the NEW X-Carve Pro (26 days left for pre-sale offer) Call us: (312) 775-7009 M-F 9am - 5pm CST Sun 12pm - 7pm CST CST
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